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Abstract:  

Here is a succinct overview of composite materials for use with wind turbines. 

Requirements for the materials, loads, and available materials for wind turbines are 

examined. In addition to the traditional composites (glass fibers/epoxy matrix 

composites) used for wind turbine blades, additionally discussed are natural 

composites, hybrid composites, and nanoengineered composites. The approaches to 

wind turbine composite manufacturing are reviewed. 
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Introduction: 

An apparatus that transforms kinetic wind energy into electrical energy is a wind 

turbine. Currently, wind farms, which are made up of millions of large turbines, 

produce more than 650 gigawatts. Each year, 60 GW are constructed. Many nations 

employ wind turbines to minimize energy prices and lessen their reliance on fossil 

fuels. A prominent intermittent renewable energy source is wind turbines [1].  

       According to one study, wind energy has the "lowest relative greenhouse gas 

emissions, the least water consumption needs, and the most favorable social 

advantages" as of 2009[2], in comparison to energy sources such as solar, hydro, 
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geothermal, coal, and gas. Charles F. Brush and Poul La Cour employed wind 

turbines to generate electricity for the first time at Cleveland, Ohio, and Askov, 

Denmark, respectively, in 1888 and 1889. [3]. S. Morgan-Smith constructed wind 

turbines with steel blades at Grandpa's Knob in Vermont, the United States, in 1941. 

After only a few hundred hours of intermittent use, one of the blades snapped Figure 

1. As a result, early on in the development of wind energy, the importance of making 

the appropriate material choice and the inherent drawbacks of using metals for wind 

blades were demonstrated. The Johannes Juul-designed Three composite blades 

consisting of steel spars and aluminum shells support the Gedser wind turbine. 

Between 1956 and 1958, it was put in place near the Gedser coastline in Denmark and 

1957 and has proven to be a highly effective an illustration of how to generate power 

with a wind turbine [4]. 

 

Fig 1:History of wind turbines 

The earliest wind energy success story was the Gedser turbine, which had 200 

kW was generated by a 24 m rotor with three blades. It functioned for 11 years 

without any maintenance being required. Due to the success of the second turbine's 

composite blades and the failure of the first turbine's steel blades, the relationship 

between the development of wind energy production technology and the use of 

composite materials has been studied. Wind turbine (WT) installation is expanding. In 

2016, new wind energy installations totaled more than 54 GW. There are around 486 

GW of new and existing WT that requires careful operation and maintenance [5].  
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The renewable energy industry must grow if we are to reduce our reliance on 

fossil fuels. By 2020, the European Union wants to get 20% of its energy from 

renewable sources. The capacity of wind energy must be increased by two orders of 

magnitude in order to achieve this. It is anticipated that offshore wind capacity in the 

EU will increase by 21% annually[6]. 

The bulk of WT machines are three-bladed machines, and Fig. 2 shows their 

basic components [7]. Wind energy is transferred from the blades and rotor to the 

generator through the gearbox at a speed that is as close to ideal as is practical by the 

main shaft, which is supported by bearings. The generator then converts the wind 

energy into electrical energy. 

 

 

                   

Fig. 2. (1) Blades, (2)  rotor, (3) gearbox, (4) generator, (5) bearings, (6) yaw system, 

and (7) tower are the main components of a turbine [7]. 

 

Composites for Wind Turbine Blades  

1. Fibers Glass and carbon fibers  

The volume content and fiber stiffness of composites determine their stiffness. E-glass 

fibers are widely used as the main reinforcement in composite materials. Because of 

its high electric resistance, borosilicate glass is referred to as "electric glass" or "E-

glass" in the form of fibers. The volume content of the fibers directly affects 
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However, at large volume contents (above 65%), there may be dry patches without 

glue between the fibers, and the fatigue strength of the composite decreases. UD 

composites retain their stiffness, tensile strength, and compression strength at these 

volume contents [8].  

The weight of glass/epoxy composites used to create wind blades can be up to 

75% glass. In an effort to develop fibers that are stronger than normal E-glass fibers, 

numerous investigations have been carried out. High strength fibers include aramid, 

basalt, and carbon fibers as well as glass fibers with altered compositions (S-glass, R-

glass, etc.). These fibers have the potential to be used to create composite materials, 

while not being employed commonly in practice at the moment. S-glass, a high 

strength glass developed in the 1960s, with compressive strengths that are 10% to 

20% higher and 40% greater flexural and tensile values than those of E-glass. 

Compared to E-glass, S-glass is significantly more expensive. A commercial version 

of S-glass, known as S2-glass, was developed in 1968. The chemical composition of S 

glass and S2 glass fibers is identical (magnesium alumino-silicate). The two areas 

with the greatest differences are the certification procedure and fiber coating. S2-glass 

costs more than ten times as much as E-glass. The calcium aluminosilicate glass used 

to create the R-Glass fibers, developed in 1968, has less silica and more oxides[9]. 

Additionally, Glass fibers made by Owens Corning include ECRGLAS, Advantex, 

and most recently WindStrandTM. 

It is often believed that glass fibers are a terrible alternative for carbon fibers. 

They perform better in terms of stiffness and density than glass fibers, allowing for 

the creation of thinner, stiffer, and lighter blades. Despite having lower ultimate 

strain, compressive strength, and damage tolerance than E glass fibers, they are far 

more expensive (GRAND, 2008). 

 They outperform glass fibers in stiffness and density, enabling the development 

of thinner, stiffer, and lighter blades. Despite being inferior than E glass fibers in 

terms of ultimate strain, compressive strength, and damage tolerance. The structural 

spar caps of big blades are frequently made of carbon fiber composites by the 

businesses Siemens Gamesa (Zamudio, Spain) and Vestas (Aarhus, Denmark) [10]. 

Basalt fibers made of aramid. Utilizing high strength, A fascinating alternative is 

provided by non-glass fibers like aramid and basalt fibers. Although aramid (aromatic 
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polyamide) fibers are robust, long-lasting, and have a high mechanical strength, they 

also have a low compressive strength, poor adherence to polymer resins, the ability to 

absorb moisture, and a propensity to degrade when exposed to ultraviolet radiation. 

Compared to carbon fibers and E-glass, basalt fibers are 30% stronger, 15-20% stiffer, 

8%–10% lighter, and more affordable. They are also mechanically more advanced. In 

[11], basalt fibers were used to demonstrate their feasibility in microwind turbines, 

and the results were quite encouraging. In the process, carbon fibers and basalt fibers 

were mixed. 

Hybrid composites: The use of hybrid materials (such as E-glass/carbon, E-

glass/aramid, etc.) as reinforcements is an exciting alternative to using pure glass or 

pure carbon. Tsai and Ong [12].  For an 8 m turbine, it was demonstrated that a 30% 

partial replacement would only have those impacts would only result in a 90% cost 

increase and a 50% weight reduction, whereas a complete replacement would result in 

an 80% weight reduction and a 150% cost increase. The 88.4 m-long rotor blade of 

the largest wind turbine in the world was constructed using carbon/glass hybrid 

composites [13]. 

Natural fibers: Natural fibers may also be used in certain situations. Sisal, flax, 

hemp, and jute are a few examples of natural fibers that have the advantages of being 

reasonably priced, easily accessible, and eco-friendly. The disadvantages of raw fibers 

are their variable quality, high rate of moisture absorption, and low thermal stability 

[14]. Bamboo has exceptional strength and durability, grows quickly, and is widely 

available, making it an extremely promising substance for use in wind energy 

applications. A fascinating prospect is the local production of small turbines from 

"natural composites," like the easily accessible wood in developing countries [15].  

In a series of studies, researchers from Nepal, Denmark, and Australia looked at 

the suitability of various woods for wind turbines and discovered that they are a 

dependable and economical option for poor countries [16].  

2. Matrix Typically: Thermosets (epoxies, polyesters, vinylesters) or (less frequently) 

thermoplastics are used as matrix in wind blade composites. Thermosets. 

Composites based on thermosets make up around 80% of the market for reinforced 

polymers [17]. The advantages of thermosets are their reduced viscosity and 

capacity to cure at low or room temperatures (which eases infusion and thus, 
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allowing high processing speed). Polyester resins were used to create the first 

composite blades. Due to the growth of large and extra-large wind turbines, epoxy 

resins replaced polyester and are now most frequently used as the matrix of wind 

blade composites. The argument for the revival of unsaturated polyester resins is 

supported by current research, citing, among other things, that carried out by the 

Swiss business DSM Composite Resins, In addition to meeting all of the strength 

and durability requirements for big wind blades, the freshly developed polyesters 

also have a shorter cycle time and increased production energy efficiency. 

The blades composed of composite materials have high fexural modulus, strong 

design, and flexibility in manufacturing complex contour shapes. Composite 

materials have a high strength to weight ratio because of their small weight. The 

blades made of composite material are resistant to corrosion and chemicals. In the 

production of composite materials, the machining step that removes material is 

eliminated. The addition of silicon carbide improves the tensile strength of the blade 

and the shear strength between the layers of the epoxy composite, reducing pile 

failure. The epoxy composite blade's silicon carbide filler boosts the elastic elasticity 

and gives it more resistance to suddenly applied loads. Other benefits of adding 

nanoparticles or fibers to epoxy resin composite structures include their enhanced 

mechanical and thermal stability. The Epoxy/SiC-based nanocomposites materials 

have less specific weight, which results in a 20 to 50% reduction in the mass of the 

wind turbine blades. The right fiber orientation and lay-up technique boost 

mechanical strength. The blade's life cycle was extended by the composite material's 

increased impact resistance and damage tolerance. Due to the fact that fiberglass is 

an insulator, the electric corrosion galvanic problem is entirely under control [17].  

 

Conclusion: 

As one of the energy sources that is now growing the fastest in the world, wind 

turbines (WT) have an ongoing need to have their operation and maintenance costs 

reduced. The blades composed of composite materials have high fexural modulus, 

strong design, and flexibility in manufacturing complex contour shapes. Composite 

materials have a high strength to weight ratio because of their small weight. The 

blades made of composite material are resistant to corrosion and chemicals. 
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